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I’m 
Bogdan Vlad
and I’m a Software Engineer.

/ ex-Vector Watch.
/ ex-Fitbit.

/ currently CTO @genez.io

/ ex-Clever Taxi.



/ Don’t go bankrupt for one week.
/ Maintain the reference price.
/ Provide orders on both side of the book order at all times.
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The Challenge:

“Build a market maker that 
trades derivatives on Vega 
decentralised markets”
Requirements:

/ Don’t go bankrupt for one week.
/ Maintain the reference price.
/ Provide orders on both side of the book order at all times.
/ Limited time to develop.



“Build a market maker that 
trades derivatives on Vega 
decentralised markets”



What 
are 
derivatives?

/ a financial contract that derives its value from an underlying asset.
/ used to hedge risk.
/ example: crops.





Market 
Maker.

/ Provides liquidity.
/ Price discovery.
/ Narrow bid-ask spreads.



no
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/ low liquidity.



with
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/ enough liquidity.



Vega.

/ Decentralised platform for trading derivatives.
/ Governance using $VEGA Token.
/ Permissionless.
/ Cross-chain settlements.



Vega
architecture.

/ Vega blockchain for transactions.
/ Bridge to Ethereum.
/ Vega protocol.



Vega
first steps.

1. Create a wallet and fund it.
2. Download the Go SDK.
3. Write the code.
4. Run the code.
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First problem.

1. Market is in “Price monitoring” mode.
2. States in which a market can be:

a. Continuous trading.
b. Auction: Price monitoring, Liquidity monitoring.



How does leverage and 
margin work?

?
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/ I don’t collect enough fees
/ Takers pay fees, makers receive fees
/ Liquidity Providers receive a portion of all fees

Second problem.





/ Liquidity Providers commit an amount
/ Provide orders in the order book in a specific shape
/ Used to assure liquidity of markets in case of liquidations
/ Liquidity Providers receive fees 

Vega.



/ Subscribe to the reference price of the asset (Binance API).
/ Provide Liquidity further away from the reference price.
/ Get the current exposure.
/ If ([SHORT_EXPOSURE < current < LONG_EXPOSURE]) 

>>> Place the orders balanced around the reference price with a narrow 
gap.
/ Else if BIG_EXPOSURE_ON_SHORT

>>> place the SHORT orders further away from the reference price.
/ Else if BIG_EXPOSURE_ON_LONG

>>> place the LONG orders further away from the reference price.

Algorithm.



OK.

Algorithm.



Too much LONG exposure.

Algorithm.



Too much SHORT exposure.

Algorithm.



/ Participated in two official Simulations.
/ Initial Balance: 2.000.000 DAI
/ Sim II: ~ +200.000 DAI
/ Sim III: ~ +180.000 DAI
/ Great success!

Results.



/ Trading derivatives can be fun.
/ Vega is a promising decentralised project.
/ Low risk strategies and patience also pay off in crypto. 

Conclusions.



Thank
You! 

Bogdan Vlad 




